be noted by the older class of practicing dentists. Hope lies in this fact, and to this end we cast about to discover any and all means that may aid us in our purpose. The public are more critical exacting and appreciative in these later days, and through our teachings are enabled to form an opinion that will stand the test. They appreciate the alloy filling, because it can be made in one-fourth of the time with less pain and expense than a gold filling, and there are cases where an alloy filling will serve the purpose as well as gold filling. These facts should never be overlooked, because you render a service that saves time, money and gives comfort, all of which if well performed gives satisfaction to the most exacting of our patients. Today we are rated as failures just in proportion to our losses of fillings that we make for treatment in conserving teeth.
In our early practice the mechanical part of dentistry was thought to be, by the then discriminating public, the highest attainment of the dental art and for the best results people would make pilgrimages of long distances to reach the experts in that line, for in those days artificial dentures were used more in proportion to other dental operations than they are to-day, and the high appreciation of them in former days kept up their price, so that the best efforts of our profession were directed along that line.
An opinion was very prevalent at that time that sooner or later everybody would be obliged to wear artificial teeth, because operative dentistry did not then fulfill the expectations of our patients, and the many failures of alloy fillings were excused on the ground that they were only a temporary expedient at best, and charges for those services were made accordingly. Happily for humanity these two articles have changed places in the minds of a discriminating public, and the alloy filling has taken the place its merit entitled it to, and the other, I am sorry to admit, is in the hands of the six-dollar-a-set man so much that their usefulness is greatly impaired.
As the years have come and gone, among the additional requirements and responsibilities impressed on one, is the larger range of usefulness of dentistry to the great multitude of humanity whose means have been and always will be meager, yet whose dental requirements are even greater than those whose means are adequate for their comfort.
We should measure our success by the amount of good that we can do our fellow men, and this thought brings me more closely to my subject. 
